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Abstract
Standard matter, the matter that we can see, only make up about 6% of the universe. As-
tronomical observations have found that there exist other matter, which is non-luminous,
called dark matter. This matter can interact gravitationally with standard matter [1],
but it is unknown if it can interact weakly with the help of some other force as well. If
such interactions were possible, events between dark matter and standard matter could
be created in a particle accelerator.

This thesis has studied simulations of dark matter events possible in the ATLAS
detector [2] at the Large Hadron Collider [3]. Our theoretical models include a mediator,
a particle carrying the force between interacting particles, that can interact with both the
standard matter particles called quarks and dark matter. When two quarks collide, it is
now possible for them to decay into the mediator particle. This mediator can decay back
into two quarks, which will be detected as jets. The invariant mass of the two jets will be
equal to the mass of the mediator. Such events, called di-jet, have been examined in this
thesis.

The simulated events were generated in MadGraph5 [4]. The simulations are divided
into different levels. At parton level only the interaction between quarks is considered.
At particle level the creation of jets is simulated and will introduce a smearing to the
energy values. The last level includes how the particles interact with the detector, which
will add further smearing. At the end the measured energies will have a certain resolution
caused by the smearing. This thesis compares the resolution at particle level and detector
level. Furthermore, the energies at particle level were smeared using a simple formula
to approximate the effects of the detector. These smeared values were compared to the
values at detector level and seem to suggest that it is a good approximation. The detector
level is more involved than particle level and parameterization of the detector resolution
will thus save time for future di-jet event simulations.



Abbreviations

DM Dark Matter
LHC Large Hadron Collider
MC Monte Carlo
SM Standard Model
LO Leading Order
NLO Next to Leading Order
EM Electromagnetic
QCD Quantum Chromo Dynamics
CMB Cosmic Microwave Background
WIMP Weakly Interactig Massive Particle
FWHM Full Width at Half Maximum
FSR Final State Radiation
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1 Introduction
Over the course of the 20th century, a number of observations showed a lack of luminous
matter in the universe. This missing matter has been called dark matter (DM). Explaining
its nature is the focus of many theoretical efforts and experimental searches. There is
compelling evidence for dark matter in astronomical observations but none in particle
physics [1]. If a dark matter particle would be observed in a detector it would be possible
to investigate its properties. To help in dark matter searches at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) [3] di-jet dark matter events have been generated using the Monte Carlo (MC)
generator MadGraph5 [4]. The standard model (SM) describes the smallest known
building blocks of matter [5]. When two SM particles collide and decay into the dark
matter mediator (a mediator carries the force between particles), the mediator can then
decay back into SM or DM. If it decays into the SM particles quarks, these will form two
jets, which are collimated sprays of particles, that can be detected as a di-jet event [6].

The simulated events were generated at detector level that includes the effects of the
ATLAS detector [2] and TRUTH level which does not include these effects. A smearing
on the energies was applied to the TRUTH level in order to approximate the effects of
the detector and was compared to the detector level. If the TRUTH level has a similar
distribution to the detector level, future simulations will only need to generate at TRUTH
level. This will save time since TRUTH level generations are less involved.

This thesis will start by introducing the standard model in section 2.1. It will continue
to describe the detection and theoretical models of dark matter in section 2.2 Dark Matter.
Section 2 Theory also includes section 2.4 about detection at colliders, section 2.5 about
MC generators and section 2.6 about summary plots. Section 3 Method describes the
models used and how they were compared. The results are presented and discussed in
sections 4 Results. Section 5 Outlook talks about the implications of the results and
future research.

2 Theory

2.1 The Standard Model

2.1.1 Elementary particles

The Standard Model is a theory that tries to explain the smallest known building blocks
and the forces between them. In the SM there are both particles that make up matter
as we know it and particles that carry the forces between them. These particles are
thought to be pointlike, which means that they have no substructure, and are thus called
elementary particles. This statement is valid so far at the current energy scales that the
particles can be probed with. A substructure might be seen when higher energy scales
has been achieved in future accelerators. All of the particles are listed in figure 1 and
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are divided into fermions with spin-half and bosons with integer spin. The fermions are
categorized into leptons who only take part in electromagnetic and weak interaction and
quarks which have a color charge and thus take part in the strong interactions as well. For
both leptons and quarks there exist three generations of particles. The first generation
consist of stable particles, and there is an increase in mass for increasing generation. For
the bosons there exist four gauge bosons that are force carriers of the fundamental forces
except gravity – the force carriers are also called mediators – and one scalar boson, which
is the Higgs and gives mass to particles.

Figure 1: Figure displaying all elementary particles included in the SM [7].

The strong interaction mediator particle is the gluon and the electromagnetic (EM) in-
teraction is mediated by the photon. The weak interaction has three mediators, which
are the W+, W− and Z bosons [8].

2.1.2 Cross Section

The cross section for an interaction is proportional to the absolute value of the matrix
element Mfi squared. The expression for an interaction a+ b→ c+ d is:
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dσ

dΩ∗
=

1

64π2s

p∗f
p∗i
|Mfi|2 (1)

calculated in the center-of-mass frame. Here, Ω∗ is the solid angle and s is the center-of-
mass energy squared. Also, p∗f = pc = −pd is the final state momentum and p∗i = pa = −pb
is the initial state momentum, where pk (k = a, b, c, d) is the momentum for particle k.

Mfi can be found using Feynman rules, a set of rules that can be applied to any Feyn-
man diagrams. In an interaction of leading order (LO) between two particles a and b
there will be two vertexes and a mediator. An elastic interaction is seen in figure 2. The
vertexes represent the factor coming from particle a or b emitting (or absorbing) the me-
diator. This factor will be proportional to the coupling constant α, which determines how
much the mediator couples to the particles included in the interaction, of the interaction.
There will also be a propagator term q contributed by the mediator which is proportional
to the four-momentum and mass of the mediator. These three factors multiplied yield
−iMfi which means that the probability for a LO interaction to happen is proportional
to the coupling constant squared and the mass of the mediator. For next-to-leading order
(NLO) or higher there will be additional vertexes, in form of initial- or final-state radiation
or loops, that decreases the probability of the event to happen [8].

Figure 2: A Feynman diagram of an elastic interaction between particle a and b.

2.1.3 Jets

As mentioned, quarks have color charge. There exist three different color charges: red
(R); green (G); blue (B). Quarks can not exist as color-charged states as free particles.
Instead, they are confined into hadrons. These are called colorless, which means that the
color of each quark in the hadron cancel. This can be done by either having one of each
color, which creates "white" color, or by having a color-anticolor pair. A hadron consists
of valence quarks, which determine the characteristics of the hadron, sea quarks, which
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are quark-antiquark pairs with canceling color charge, and gluons. Hadrons are divided
into baryons, containing three valence quarks, and mesons, consisting of two [5].

At the LHC protons collide at a center of mass energy equal to 13 TeV [9]. This
is enough energy to probe the proton and having a quark from each proton to interact
instead of the protons as a whole. The collision can yield enough energy for the quarks
in the collision to leave the hadrons. However, the physics behind the strong interaction
called quantum chromo dynamics (QCD) causes the attractive force between quarks to
increase with distance [5]. This effect is called asymptotic freedom and is caused by the
fact that gluons also carry color charge. A gluon carries more than one color charge and
switches the color between the interacting quarks. Since gluons couple to color charge
it means that they can couple to each other (this is different from the EM interaction
where the photon is chargeless and can not couple to itself). When the distance between
two quarks increase there can be additional interactions between the gluons that carry
the force between the two quarks. It is also possible to have gluon loops, shown in figure
3, in the interaction. Since gluons couple, a gluon can decay into a pair of gluons that
recombine back into a gluon. This is what is called a loop. There also exist loops in the
form of quark-antiquark pairs and for QED there exist electron-positron pairs. A quark
or electron loop will weaken the interaction. This is called screening and can be seen
as the charge of the particles shielding the charge between the two interacting particles.
However, gluon loops will increase the charge between two interacting quarks and thus
also increase the strength of the interaction. This effect is called antiscreening [8].

Figure 3: Feynman diagram of a gluon loop.

Eventually there will be enough energy to create a quark and anti-quark pair. In a
simplified picture this can be seen as the escaping quark becoming bound in a colorless
state with one of the new quarks. The other new quark becomes bound in the original
hadron. Because of this, the escaping quark is no longer bound to the original hadron, but
is instead confined within a new hadron. This can happen more than once after a collision
and this chaotic phenomena is called hadronization. In hadronization new hadrons are
created and this shower of hadrons is called a jet. In absence of other quarks and gluons
nearby, each jet corresponds to one quark or one gluon and it is these that will be detected
in the detector. The total energy of the jet corresponds to the energy of the initial quark
or gluon [5].
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2.2 Dark Matter

The SM is, however, not a complete model and there are experimental observations that
are not explained by the model. One such observation is dark matter, which is non-
luminous matter. Astronomical observations provide compelling proof that dark matter
is a substantial part of our universe. These observations also suggest that dark matter is
non-baryonic and are thus not included in the SM [1].

2.2.1 Cosmological Evidence

In the 1930’s, Jan Oort used Doppler shifts to measure that stars in the Milky Way move
fast enough to escape the luminous gravitational pull of the galaxy. This suggest that
there might exist matter within the Milky Way that is non-luminous and adds enough
gravitational pull to keep the stars in orbit. Around the same time, astronomer Fritz
Zwicky studied the Coma cluster (322 million light-years from Earth) by measuring the
Doppler shifts of the galaxies in the cluster. This way he could calculate the velocity
dispersion of the galaxies, which corresponds to their kinetic energy. From his result
Zwicky calculated the average mass of a nebula in the Coma clusterMnebula = 4.5·1010M�
(M� denotes mass of the Sun). A cluster, containing approximately thousand nebulae,
has the total mass Mnebula ≈ 4.5 · 1013M�. The mass of the cluster can also be measured
with massM over luminosity L ratios. For a certain body there exists a well-defined M/L
ratio which makes it possible to find the mass if its luminosity is known. The mass of
the Coma cluster calculated with this method was 10% of the value Zwicky found using
the velocity dispersion. Hence, both Oort and Zwicky found a large amount of mass that
could not be seen.

The presence of this non-luminous mass was confirmed by Vera Rubin. She measured
the rotation curves of 60 distant galaxies. If one assumes that the galaxies orbits behave
like planets around a star their rotational velocities v(r) can be expressed using:

v(r) =

√
G ∗ m(r)

r
(2)

where G is the gravitational constant andm(r) is the total mass within radius r. Equation
2 will decrease with increasing r if no new mass is introduced. Since the luminous mass
is concentrated in the center of spiral galaxies it is expected that v(r) will eventually
decrease with distance. This is not seen, however, instead the value flattens out. This
suggests that more mass is present at increasing r. Hence, non-luminous mass is not
concentrated at the center [1].

2.2.2 Non-Baryonic Dark Matter

Through measurements of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) it is possible to
show that the missing mass should not consist entirely of baryonic matter. The CMB is
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an excess of background temperature equal to 2.73 K. After the Big Bang the universe
was a dense plasma of charged particles and photons. After this plasma had cooled,
neutral atoms started to form. This is called the epoch of recombination. The universe
became transparent to electromagnetic radiation and photons started to flow freely in the
universe. These photons exist today as the CMB.

The CMB is extremely uniform, but there exist some small fluctuations. The fluctu-
ations depend on the amount of baryons in the universe at the time of recombination.
Before recombination, the photons and protons in the plasma can be modeled as a fluid
called photon-baryon fluid. This fluid compresses as it goes deeper into a gravitational
well. The pressure of the fluid will increase and the fluid starts expanding. This ex-
pansion causes the pressure to decrease, so it starts to compress again. Depending on
where the photons decouple in this loop, the energy of the photons will change. Inside
the gravitational well the photons need to escape a larger potential and will thus have
less energy. The Cosmic Background Explorer [10] measured these fluctuations and they
were found to be surprisingly small, about 30 µK. This was not enough for the universe
to have formed as we see today in a purely baryonic universe. Baryonic matter only
become charge neutral at the epoch of recombination. This means that it can not form
gravitational wells before the recombination because of electrostatic forces preventing the
matter to clump together. Thus an electromagnetically neutral matter is needed to form
gravitational wells before the epoch of recombination so that structure formation could
begin early in the universe.

More precise measurements were performed in 2001 by the Wilkinson Microwave
Anisotropy Probe [11]. From this the total matter density Ωmh

2 was found to be equal to
0.1335+0.0056

−0.0055 and baryon matter density Ωbh
2 equal to 0.02260± 0.00053. Here Ωi is the

density of i relative to a critical density and h is the Hubble constant. This means that
baryonic matter makes up approximately 6% of the total matter in the universe. From
N-body simulations, simulation of n particles with pair-wise interaction [12], of the matter
distribution in the universe on a large scale (Large Scale Structure) [13] it is possible to see
that a universe with relativistic dark matter slows down the structure formation. Because
of this dark matter needs to be non-relativistic or "cold" during structure formation [1].

2.3 Weakly Interacting Massive Particles

The only evidence of dark matter interacting with SM so far is through gravity, but
there is a possibility that these particles can interact weakly using some other force as
well [14]. If it is assumed that the DM is around the weak scale (246 GeV [1]) and if
the coupling strength is comparable to the coupling of electroweak interactions, then an
approximate value for the DM relic abundance can be predicted which closely matches
the observed astronomical value. If DM is weakly interacting with SM then they are in
thermal equilibrium during the early universe. This gives an easy initial condition for the
evolution of DM abundances. Such DM candidates are called weakly interacting massive
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particles (WIMP) and the matching relic abundances is simply called the WIMP miracle
[15]. There are numerous theories for WIMP candidates, but in order for the results to
be as general as possible no specific model has been used.

2.4 Detection at Colliders

This thesis focuses on searches at the ATLAS detector (seen in figure 4). It is a cylindrical
detector built in layers as most other particle detectors. The first layer is a tracking
detector that tracks charged particles. A magnetic field is applied so that the charge of the
particle can be determined. Next layer is an electromagnetic calorimeter that measures
the energy of charged particles. After that are the hadron calorimeters which detects
energies of particles using strong interaction. The last layer consist of muon chambers.
Only muons are energetic enough to reach these detectors and a detection here is thus
certain to be a muon [8].

Figure 4: Cut-away view of the ATLAS detector [16].

Since WIMPs are weakly interacting they will pass detectors undetected, similarly
to neutrinos, unless the detectors are especially designed to detect weakly interacting
particles. There exist experiments that try to detect WIMPs directly [1] exploiting the
recoil of the nucleus after an interaction with a WIMP, but at the LHC these particles will
be detected indirectly. Figure 5a depicts a basic SM to DM interaction. A DM interaction
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event in the simplest models of dark matter [17] can appear in two ways, depending on
the decay of the particle that mediates the DM interaction. A mono-X event (seen in
figure 5b) will be seen as a SM particle or jet from initial state radiation recoiling against
the invisible DM particle, leading to missing transverse momentum, which is the missing
momentum perpendicular to the beam direction [18]. A di-X event (seen in figure 5c)
will occur if two SM particles annihilate to the dark matter mediator and the mediator
decays back into two SM particles. In this thesis, I study the case in which the mediator
decays into a pair of quarks (di-jet).

SM DM

DM

(b)
SM S

SMSM

M DM

DM

(a)

gq

(c)

gDM gq gq

Figure 5: Feynman diagrams of possible DM events in a collider. (a) is a basic SM to
DM interaction, (b) is a mono-X event and will be seen as missing transverse momentum
and (c) is a di-X event and will give an increase in event counts around the DM mediator
mass. [19]

In a di-X event no missing momentum will be seen and the invariant mass mjj of the
two jets or leptons can be calculated. When plotting the number of events as a function of
the invariant mass there will be a peak at the mediator mass [6]. From energy conservation
mjj can be expressed as:

m2
jj = (E1 + E2)

2 − (p1 + p2)
2 = E2

MED − p2
MED = m2

MED (3)

where E1, E2, p1 and p2 are the energies and momentum of the two SM particle decay
products of the DM mediator. EMED is the energy, pMED is the momentum and mMED

is the mass of the mediator. From equation 3, mjj = mMED. Because of this, there is
an increase of events in the form of a peak around the mediator mass and this is called a
resonance. The shape of the peak is approximately given by the Breit-Wigner formula:

N(mjj) =
K

(mjj −mMED)2 + (Γ2/4)

where N(mjj) is the number events at a certain invariant mass and K is a constant
depending on the total number of events detected. Γ is the decay width that is defined as
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the invariant of the mean lifetime τ and will be equal to the full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the peak. The center of the peak will be at mMED. If no bump is seen, we
can interpret the lack of events as a constraint on the parameters of dark matter models
[6].

2.5 Monte Carlo Generation

In an interaction between two hadrons there are many factors affecting the result. Firstly,
it is possible for more than one parton-parton interaction to occur in one collision. Sec-
ondly, there will be initial- and final-state radiation. Lastly, the partons involved will take
part in hadronization and create more hadrons bunched together in a jet. Each particle
hitting the detector have approximately 10 degrees of freedom: mass; flavor; momentum;
production vertex; lifetime; etc. Also, some phenomena like hadronization are not fully
understood and no analytical expression exists. Thus it is necessary to generate the events
in a MC generator.

It is possible to calculate the matrix elements Mfi of the interaction. This in turn,
together with the phase space, is used to calculate the cross-section as in equation 1. Our
model is generated by MadGraph5 at leading order (LO), where these calculations are
trivial. For simulations done at next-to-leading order (NLO) and beyond the calculations
become increasingly difficult. This is caused by further decay possibilities (e.g. three
decay products) and loops. These both lead to divergences and only cancel if both are
taken into account.

It is possible to have, for example, emitted gluons after or before the interaction and
this is called final- and initial-state radiation (FSR and ISR respectively). These can be
explained with the shower approach. For FSR the interaction is seen as one separate
event, after this the decay products are followed and if one of these emit another parton
this is seen as a new interaction in which the decay product is replaced by two partons.
For ISR one need to use the parton distribution function in order to calculate. It is
interpreted as the hadron splitting up more the closer it gets to the interaction. If there
is an interaction there will be ISR, otherwise the hadron recombines. Because of this the
MC generator generate backwards in time from the interaction. The program calculates
what could have happened before the given interaction. There will be more than one
possibility, but one is randomly chosen.

Using matrix elements is good for well separated jets and allows for expansion in
powers of αs leading to higher precision. On the other hand, it is not good at loops and
internal structure of jets. These things are instead better explained with parton showers.
Thus it is desired to combine these two methods to complement each other. This is done
in PYTHIA [20], which provides parton showers for the matrix elements generated by
MadGraph5.

The generation gets further complicated by the fact that there can be more than one
parton interaction in a collision and that the decay products will undergo hadronization.
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Multiple parton interactions are handled by for example assuming that they are created
in ordered sequence with decreasing transverse momentum. Hadronization is not fully
understood and has to be generated using simple models that are fixed afterwards using
observations from experiments to get physical results [21].

2.6 Summary Plot

Current searches for DM place constraints on existing models. By comparing simulations
and theoretical models with experimental data it is possible to limit the region of pa-
rameter space of DM models in which dark matter can still be found. Figure 6 shows a
summary plot that is a combination of all constraints from ATLAS mono-X and di-jet
searches. The plot has dark matter massmDM on the y-axis andmMED on the x-axis. The
couplings to DM gDM and quarks gq are axial-vector couplings [5] and fixed to gDM = 1
and gq = 0.25 and the coupling to leptons is zero.
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Figure 6: Summary plot on DM constraints. Highlighted areas have been excluded [22].

Theoretical models are tested either analytically or through simulations. A theory model
provides an estimate for a cross section σtheo for a given DM signal [5]. σtheo is compared
to the number of events produced by a possible signal that are excluded by experimental
results. This number of events is proportional to the excluded cross section σexp. There
are kinematical selections, which enhance the signal with respect to the background,
applied to the number of events σexp. Because of this, σtheo needs to be multiplied by the
acceptance, which is defined as the ratio of events after and before applied selections. If
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σexp is smaller than σtheo, the theoretical model would predict more events than there are
observed, and it can be excluded [23].

The summary plot has four different components. The areas named Dijet and Emiss
T +

X have been excluded using di-jet and mono-X event searches. The surface enclosed
within the dashed lines are based on the relic density, which is the density of a specific
particle after thermal equilibrium was broken during the early universe [1]. The relic
density was calculated for the parameters of the model and the lines enclose the surface
with the correct values assuming that the model considered constitutes all of the DM in
the universe [24]. The perturbative unitarity line is given by [23]:

mDM =

√
π

2
mMEDg

−1
DM

Everything behind this line is not theoretically allowed. The mass surfaces that are
excluded depend on the parameters of the model. Thus, figure 6 applies only for the case
with gDM = 1 and gq = 0.25.

3 Method
The summary plot described in the previous section needs the generation of events for each
point in DM and mediator mass to obtain the theoretical cross section and to compare the
theory with the data. In this work, the same procedure and software used in the ATLAS
experiment has been followed in order to generate a number of signal points.

Dark matter di-jet events were generated at both TRUTH and simulated at the detec-
tor level. TRUTH level consists of both the matrix element describing the parton-parton
interaction done in MadGraph5 and parton showers (particle level) done in PYTHIA
as in figure 7. At the detector level, simulation of the interactions of particle with the
detector matter is done using Geant4 [25], a software program that simulates particle
interactions in matter.

Figure 7: The different steps of generating events.
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A resonance at parton level will have a mass given by the energies of the partons. At
particle level there will be a smearing to the true particle energy caused by the parton
showers. For detector level, the measurement of particles in a detector introduces further
smearing. The extent of this smearing is called resolution. A detected peak with a
Gaussian distribution (see equation 7 in section 3.2) will have energy resolution ∆E equal
to the FWHM, which is given by equation:

FWHM = 2.35σ

where σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian peak. Energies closer than ∆E can
not be resolved [26]. The detector resolution is not included at TRUTH level. Instead,
the simulated jets are smeared using the values in figure 8 to approximate the uncertainty
in the detector. Figure 8 shows the resolution of the ATLAS detector for a di-jet event.
Here the y-axis is the relative mass resolution σrel given by:

σrel =
σmjj
mjj

where σmjj is the mass resolution of a certain invariant mass mjj. On the x-axis is the
invariant mass.
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Figure 8: Relative mass resolution as a function of invariant mass [27].
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The smeared TRUTH level was compared to the more involved detector level generation
to determine if the smearing is a good approximation.

Since the search for dijet resonances relies on identifying a peak above a continuous
background [6], it is important to estimate the effects of the experimental resolution when
interpreting the results towards a summary plot. If the effects of the resolution can be
parameterized, then one does not need to execute the full simulation of the interactions
of particles with matter.

3.1 Dark Matter model generated

The model generated represents an axial-vector mediator that carries the force between
DM and SM particles. All simulations used these values:

• gADM = 1.5

• gAq = 0.1

• mDM = 10 TeV

•
√
s = 13 TeV

for the coupling constant gADM with DM, gAq with quarks, the mass of the dark matter
particle and the center of mass energy. The mediator does not couple to leptons. Three
different values for mMED equal to 650 GeV, 1 TeV and 2 TeV were generated. These
masses where chosen since different detector effects are present at low, intermediate and
high masses as seen in figure 8. All mediator masses are less than 2mDM and are thus
off-shell with respect to dark matter. For DM interactions, the mediator will be a virtual
particle, and hence off-shell, since it violates energy conservation. In order to bypass
the violation the particle only exists for a short enough time to be undetected [8]. The
mediator will be on-shell (or real) with respect to quarks. Because of this, the mediator
created in the collision will only be able to decay into quarks.

3.2 TRUTH Level VS Detector Level

20,000 events were generated at both TRUTH and detector level for the three different
mediator masses in section 3.1. In order to reduce background in the search for dark
matter mediator particles in the di-jet final state, different selection were applied to the
generated events. The first selection was applied on the rapidity difference y∗:

y∗ =
y1 − y2

2
(4)

where y1 is the rapidity of the leading jet and y2 of the subleading jet. Rapidity y is
defined as:
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y = − ln

(
tan

(
E + pz
E − pz

))
(5)

where E is the energy of the particle and pz is the z-component of the momentum. There
is a momentum imbalance because of the different fraction of total momentum carried by
the two partons in the interaction. However, y∗ is invariant of this momentum imbalance
[28]. y∗ was calculated using another useful quantity which is pseudorapidity η. It is
defined as:

η = − ln

(
tan

(
θ

2

))
where θ is the angle between the direction of the momentum p of the particle and the
beam axis. Pseudorapidity can also be expressed:

η = − ln

(
tan

(
|p|+ pz
|p| − pz

))
(6)

For large momentum the mass is negligible, and then |p| ≈ E. Then equation 6 can be
approximated as equation 5 and a cut in pseudorapidity is the same as a cut in rapidity
[29]. The pseudorapidity of each jet was given by MadGraph5 and equation 4 was
thus calculated by using the pseudorapidity of the jets instead of their rapidity. Most
new physics scenarios produce central jets in the laboratory frame, which means that the
rapidity difference is small, and thus only events with y∗ < 0.6 were selected. The second
selection was on the minimum transverse momentum, which was pt > 220 GeV. This was
done since events from QCD under a certain threshold can not be recorded in the ATLAS
detector because of data storage restrictions [30].

The invariant mass mjj was calculated for each event with:

mjj = |jet1 + jet2|

where jet1 is the Lorentz vector of the leading jet and jet2 is the Lorentz vector for the
subleading jet. Each invariant mass is added as a count in a histogram.

Three mjj histograms were created for each mediator mass: TRUTH level without
smearing; TRUTH level with smearing; detector level. The histograms were scaled such
that 1 on the y-axis counts as the total number of events generated before selections
were applied. Thus the y-axis represent the percentage of events whose leading and
subleading jets had a certain invariant mass. The histograms were fitted with three
different functions. The first function fG was a Gaussian with the form:

fG = Ae
−0.5

(
x−xpeak

σ

)2

(7)
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where A is the peak amplitude, xpeak is the peak position and σ is the standard deviation.
The second function fC is a Crystal Ball function [31] with the expression:

fC =


A
(
n
|α|

)n
e−

α2

2(
n
|α|−|α|−

x−xpeak
σ

)n , if x−xpeak
σ

< −α

Ae
−0.5

(
x−xpeak

σ

)2

, otherwise
(8)

here A, xpeak and σ are akin to the variables with the same name for the Gaussian function.
The last function fGL is a superposition of a Gaussian and a reverse Landau function:

fGL = A(f ·Gaussian(x, xpeak, σG) + (1− f) · Landau(−x, xmpv, σL)) (9)

where A is the amplitude and f is a fraction. Gaussian(x, xpeak, σG) is a Gaussian function
dependent on x, the peak position xpeak and the width σG. Landau(−x, xmpv, σL) is a
reverse Landau function dependent on x, the most probable value of x xmpv and a different
width σL. The total width σGL for fGL was calculated with:

σGL = f · σG + (1− f)σL (10)

Relative widths σrel, which are the widths from the fitted functions divided by mMED,
were calculated. The relative widths were analyzed by adding them to plots (seen in
figure 12) with mMED as the x-axis for each fit function. To check the quality of the fitted
functions the relative chi-square value χ2

rel [32] were also calculated. The dependence
between the quality of the fits and the bin size was not investigated.

4 Results
The histograms with mediator mass equal to 2 TeV are seen in figure 9, equal to 1 TeV
in figure 10 and equal to 650 GeV in figure 11. The figures depict percentage of detected
events as a function of intermediate mass (see section 3.2). For all histograms the peak
position is around mMED as expected. Figures 9-11 consist of three figures, where the
histograms are fitted with a Gaussian function in figure a, with a Crystal Ball function
in figure b and with a Gaussian + reverse Landau function in figure c (equations 7-9).

The Gaussian function and Gaussian + reverse Landau function fits in figures 9a and
9c respectively both matches the three different histograms fairly well. The Crystal Ball
function fit is also an okay match for both detector level and TRUTH level with smearing,
but does not have the same amplitude as the histogram without smearing, as seen in figure
9b.
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Figure 9: Histograms with percentage of events on the y-axis and invariant mass on the
x-axis for 2 TeV mediator mass fitted with three different functions.

For histograms with mMED = 1 TeV both the Gaussian function and Crystal Ball
function matches the histograms as seen in figures 10a and 10b. However, the Gaussian
+ reverse Landau function is not a good fit for any of the histograms, which is seen in
figure 10c.
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Figure 10: Histograms with percentage of events on the y-axis and invariant mass on the
x-axis for 1 TeV mediator mass fitted with three different functions.

The histograms with mediator mass equal to 650 GeV are fitted well with the Gaussian
(figure 11a) and Crystal Ball (figure 11b) functions, but not by the Gaussian + reverse
Landau function (figure 11c) as for 1 TeV mMED.
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Figure 11: Histograms with percentage of events on the y-axis and invariant mass on the
x-axis for 650 GeV mediator mass fitted with three different functions.

As can be seen all histograms are reasonably well fitted with a Gaussian function. The
Crystal Ball function fits all histograms except for the histogram with 2 TeV mediator and
no smearing. The Gaussian + reverse Landau function is a good fit for the histograms
at 2 TeV mediator mass, but it does not provide a good fit for the histograms with the
other mediator masses. This can be further illustrated by the χ2

red values in table 1.

Table 1: χ2
red for all fits.

mMED Histogram Gaussian χ2
red Crystal Ball χ2

red Gaus.+R.Land. χ2
red

2000 GeV TRUTH without Smearing 13.2 29.0 8.2
TRUTH with Smearing 7.5 10.6 7.2
Detector Level 4.6 7.2 7.9

1000 GeV TRUTH without Smearing 9.2 31.2 13.2
TRUTH with Smearing 9.2 33.7 12.7
Detector Level 10.0 23.8 16.3

650 GeV TRUTH without Smearing 14.5 30.1 56.3
TRUTH with Smearing 16.5 27.3 55.7
Detector Level 13.8 21.5 149.1

From this table it is possible to see that the χ2
red values are generally better for higher
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mMED. This could be caused by the fact that the peak shape is more prominent at higher
energies making the fit easier. The average value for the Gaussian fits is 11.0, for the
Crystal Ball fits it is 23.8 and it is 36.3 for the Gaussian + reverse Landau fits. Thus
it can be argued that histograms are fitted the best with the Gaussian function. The
Gaussian + reverse Landau function χ2

red values are fairly small for mediator mass equal
to 1 TeV. This is surprising, since by looking at figure 10c it is clear that the fit is not a
good representation of the histogram.

The relative widths are listed in table 2 where it is possible to compare widths for
different mediator mass, which level the events were generated at and which function
was used. The table includes the total relative width of the Gaussian + reverse Landau
function fits, calculated by dividing equation 10 with the mediator mass. It also includes
the width of the Gaussian function part σG and the reverse Landau function part σL of
the Gaussian + reverse Landau function fit.

Table 2: The relative width values with error for all fitted histograms. Here σGL represent
the total relative width of the Gaussian + reverse Landau function. σG is the relative
width of the Gaussian function in the function and σL is the width of the reverse Landau.

mMED Histogram Gaussian σrel Crystal Ball σrel σGL σG σL
2000 GeV TRUTH without Smearing 0.0250 ± 0.0003 0.0214 ± 0.0005 0.0683 ± 0.0004 0.1591 ± 0.0024 0.0167 ± 0.0003

TRUTH with Smearing 0.0377 ± 0.0005 0.0327 ± 0.0008 0.0702 ± 0.0006 0.1642 ± 0.0026 0.0253 ± 0.0006
Detector Level 0.0398 ± 0.0006 0.0346 ± 0.0008 0.0576 ± 0.0010 0.1580 ± 0.0031 0.0279 ± 0.0010

1000 GeV TRUTH without Smearing 0.0408 ± 0.0005 0.0380 ± 0.0007 0.0592 ± 0.0009 0.1512 ± 0.0018 0.0088 ± 0.0009
TRUTH with Smearing 0.0499 ± 0.0007 0.0498 ± 0.0008 0.0678 ± 0.0008 0.1576 ± 0.0016 0.0085 ± 0.0008
Detector Level 0.0520 ± 0.0007 0.0515 ± 0.0009 0.0607 ± 0.0009 0.1520 ± 0.0019 0.0086 ± 0.0008

650 GeV TRUTH without Smearing 0.0924 ± 0.0008 0.0927 ± 0.0010 0.0591 ± 0.0007 0.1310 ± 0.0014 0.0125 ± 0.0007
TRUTH with Smearing 0.0963 ± 0.0008 0.0973 ± 0.0009 0.0584 ± 0.0007 0.1272 ± 0.0017 0.0125 ± 0.0007
Detector Level 0.0927 ± 0.0008 0.0917 ± 0.0011 0.0488 ± 0.1149 0.1118 ± 0.2004 0.0294 ± 0.0423

To further demonstrate the poor quality of the Gaussian + reverse Landau fits it can be
remarked upon that the σG and σL have a large difference. One would expect these values
to be fairly similar. Furthermore, the 650 GeV detector level σGL has larger error than
its own value.

As mentioned in section 3.2 the widths are plotted in figure 12. In figure 12a the
relative widths for the Gaussian functions are shown. These have similar values and
distribution to the widths from the Crystal Ball functions in figure 12b which is a good
sign because both functions seem to represent the histograms well. It can be seen that
the widths for the different generation levels are fairly close, especially at lower mediator
mass. Figure 12c that include the widths for the Gaussian + reverse Landau function
does not resemble the other width plots because of the poor quality of the fits.
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Figure 12: Relative widths (with error bars) of the fitted functions with mediator mass
on the x-axis. Note the marker close to the x-axis in figure b.

Figure 12a and 12b seem to imply that the smearing might be a good approximation
for the effects of the detector. Figure 12c can be discarded because of the bad quality of
the fits. The error is larger for σrel from the Crystal Ball function than from the Gaussian
function, which makes sense since the Crystal Ball χ2

red value is also larger.
As mentioned in section 4, the relative width values are closer for low mjj. Not only

that, but the value is larger for smeared TRUTH level than for detector level. This means
that the smearing is too big at low mass. At low mass the TRUTH level generations
without smearing are a better match to detector level than the ones with smearing. The
ratio ∆σsmear between σrel for smeared events and detector level is given by:

∆σsmear =
(σGsmear + σCsmear)

(σGdet + σCdet)
(11)

where σGsmear is the relative width for the Gaussian fit to the smeared TRUTH level
histogram, σCsmear is the same but for the Crystal Ball function fit and σGdet and σCdet is the
same as σGsmear and σCsmear but for detector level histogram. The same expression but for
TRUTH level without smearing will give ∆σwithout:
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∆σwithout =
(σGwithout + σCwithout)

(σGdet + σCdet)
(12)

where σGwithout and σCwithout are the widths of the fits to the TRUTH level histogram without
smearing. These two ratios are listed in table 3 for the different mMED.

Table 3: ∆σsmear is the average difference between the relative widths of detector level
and of TRUTH level with smearing. ∆σwithout is the same but for TRUTH level without
smearing.

mMED [GeV] ∆σsmear ∆σwithout
2000 0.9480 0.6236
1000 0.9638 0.7617
650 1.0497 1.0037

5 Outlook
A large number of simulations are needed in order to test different theoretical models
and produce summary plots. If the parameters of the model can be explained with an
analytical formula or described with some approximation, then the generation time will
decrease. This will benefit dark matter searches since an increased number of models can
be examined in the same period of time.

From table 3 it is seen that ∆σsmear is still close for mMED = 650 GeV and can
probably still be used even if TRUTH level without smearing is closer. For larger mMED

the smearing is closer to the detector level and is most likely a good approximation for
the detector resolution. At these energies the smearing might be necessary for acceptable
results.

This result may be used in future simulations of ATLAS di-jet events in order to
decrease generation time. This will hopefully lead to an increased amount of data and
larger constraints on dark matter models.
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